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Abstract: China’s military and economic power on the Asian continent has grown to a formidable level in recent decades, and mutually exclusive international ambitions with the United States has actuated a modern-day great power rivalry. This work demonstrates how the Sino-American competition for power aligns closely with Organski’s power transition theory, particularly the transition’s third stage. A theoretical background on the power transition theory is given, as is a description of the real-world geopolitical competition between the US and China. This work then explains how the theoretical approach is applicable to the real-world phenomenon. The purpose of these findings is to demonstrate that one can expect a heightened risk of conflict with no avenue to peaceful resolution should power ambitions of both parties remain unchanged.
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Introduction

Today, the world is witnessing a kind of shift that has only been seen sixteen times in the last five-hundred years as a revisionist power confronts an existing status quo leader. In recent years, China has rapidly grown its economic, military and diplomatic capabilities both domestically and internationally as it marches toward power parity with the United States. Accompanying this expansion is the challenge to existing American order and leadership, which has stimulated a confrontation the US has not seen since that with the Soviet Union. Naturally, this geopolitical standoff has stimulated much dialogue within the international relations sphere regarding the nature, interpretation and potential outcomes of the conflict. The power transition theory is a theoretical approach that divides the process of great power geopolitical competition into five stages, which describes the expected behavioral dynamics during each stage. Out of these five stages, stage three is the most hotly-contested between competing powers. This work finds that the Sino-American power contention, taking place in the Asian power sphere spanning from Eurasia to Southeast Asia, is entering stage three of the power transition theory. This indicates that the world can expect to see increasing levels of confrontation, mutual deterrence, and no viable path toward coexistence. The purpose of these findings is to offer insight into the future course of the power rivalry, drawing attention to the growing risk of conflict as China continues to expand its influence.

The power transition theory offers valuable insight into the current power competition in that China is a great power, dissatisfied with the American-led status quo, with the ambition and demonstrated ability to alter regional and global power balances in its favor. The US naturally resists, given the threat that Chinese revisionist ambitions pose to previously unchallenged American leadership, and the implications for American geopolitical and geoeconomic interests in Europe and Asia. A power rivalry has ensued, and China’s rapid expansion on a multitude of levels places it on track for parity with the United States. China does not yet match American power, but the existing phenomena of low-level confrontations and deterrence demonstrates that the rivalry has entered stage three of power transition theory—the most hotly-contested stage of
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the power rivalry. It should be noted that although China’s power expansion has been concentrated in Eastern and Central Asia, projects and partnerships have also been taking place in Europe as a means of gaining capacity and influence needed for its geopolitical ambitions. To better understand the Sino-American power contention within the lens of the power transition theory, it is first necessary to understand the basic tenets of this theory.

**Power Transition Theory**

*Stages and Behavioral Dynamics*

The power transition theory was initially posited in 1958 by A. F. K. Organski. He outlined the dynamics of a rising world power dissatisfied with the international status quo, which challenges the dominant state upon nearing power parity. Internationally, states are ordered into a hierarchical structure based on power. At the top is the dominant world power, and under the dominant state are great powers. These great powers cannot challenge the dominant power alone, but have the potential to or are on track to challenge the dominant state for their seat at the top. Below the great powers are middle powers, followed by small powers. The power transition theory is organized into five stages. Stages one and two are characterized by stable leadership by the status quo leader. Stage three occurs when a challenging power has grown and reaches parity with the status quo leader. If the revisionist challenger achieves stable leadership and power dominance, the transition enters stage four and five. This system can remain peaceful so long as the dominant state maintains tight control over the international system.

During this early stage, the international system is under stage one or two of power transition, where ample control by the dominant power creates stability through deterrence. The stability of the status quo will only be disturbed when a great power, with revisionist ambitions to displace the dominant power, begins to threaten the latter’s power dominance. As noted by Organski, “challengers are those powerful and dissatisfied great nations who have grown in power after the imposition of the existing international order.” For this challenge to occur, the great power must possess the ability and the willingness to engage in a contention for dominance; the manifestation of power transition is dependent on the extent of dissatisfaction. To be willing, the revisionist power must determine that the benefits of challenging the status quo will outweigh the risks and be more beneficial than existing within the status quo international order. The confrontation between the challenger and the existing leader will substantially increase the chances of conflict should neither party concede peacefully.

Organski notes that the risk of conflict occurs primarily when the revisionist great power approaches relative parity with the dominant power. The conditions are ripe for war when the
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challenger attempts to change the international order to the resistance of the status quo leader. The likely period of conflict in the confrontation is not at the point of equilibrium in world influence but the months and years preceding this period as the dominant power grows uneasy and protective. During this period, the world is at stage three of the power transition where power parity is achieved, or nearly achieved, and phenomena of mutual deterrence or confrontation from both sides may occur.

The first example of this was between the growing city-state of Athens and the existing dominant power of Sparta. War, in this case, occurred prior to power parity during stage three of the power transition. The Peloponnesian War between the two powers, beginning in 431 B.C., was explained by the Athenian historian Thucydides as the result of the fear of the Spartans caused by the threat of the growing and rivaling Athenian city-state. More specifically, the fear is rooted in the assumptions that the revisionist power will not only exceed past power parity, but will challenge the dominant power’s leadership and norms institutionalized in the international order. This can also be partially explained by the notion of loss aversion, which contends that states will be more unhappy losing something than they would be happy gaining something else of equal value, meaning that preventing loss is of greater interest than ensuring gain—even if the margins for both are the same. Loss aversion can explain the paranoia and fear a dominant state often feels when confronted with a rising competitor. The world order of institutions and norms it has built over the decades is threatened by the revisionist power which produces an aversion to the change proposed by the revisionist.

The phenomenon of a rising revisionist power challenging a status quo leader has occurred fifteen times in the last five centuries. In a dozen of these instances, the power transition resulted in war, mainly because of a similar paranoia once felt by the Spartans. The most recent among the dozen was World War Two. This exemplifies the danger this geopolitical scenario poses in a term called the Thucydides Trap. Should the revisionist succeed in displacing the status quo leader, the world will enter stage four and five of the power transition, where the revisionist achieves leadership and compels adherence to a new order.

The Significance of Sociological Factors and Power

Naturally, power itself is a central priority to the competing rivals during a power rivalry, as it determines the ability for a state to exert its influence and compel adherence to the international order. Organski himself acknowledged that “power is a critical variable shaping the way in which the international order functions.” The lack of a global governance system characteristic of the international anarchic structure will allow for mutually exclusive power ambitions to spiral into conflict. These behavioral and structural tendencies are realist in nature.
Unlike realism, however, Organski notes that the international structure in the power transition theory is hierarchic based on the influence afforded to states, which is determined by their power level. Though this work acknowledges Organski's hierarchy of power in the international system, it does not consider this a substitute for anarchy in any significant capacity. The international system still remains anarchical with no official form of government and states remain dependent on the self-help theory for self-preservation.\textsuperscript{19} Disparities in power do give rise to unequal distributions of influence which grants the dominant power the most influential role, but these disparities do not eliminate international anarchy or its dynamics. Anarchy is key in actuating confrontational behaviors and deterrence-based aversion to conflict seen today, which is symptomatic of stage three of the power transition theory.

Sociological factors also play an important role in the power transition theory. Sociological factors affecting a decision-maker's interpretation of state power capabilities, and a leader's personal receptiveness to gambler-like overuse of power, or cautious underuse of power may produce behavioral outcomes contrary to rational predictions.\textsuperscript{20} Sociological factors are also significant in that they determine whether revisionist states are content with the status-quo, which will then correspond to the extent of the revisionist ambitions of the challenging power.\textsuperscript{21} To build on this, international norms have been established and stability has thus been ensured. The norms by the dominant power have already achieved the three stages of evolution: emergence, acceptance and internalization. The normalcy has been perpetuated throughout decades of routine behavior, and the large majority of the world's less powerful states bandwagon for purposes of stability and conformity.\textsuperscript{22} Competitors for power dominance emerge when great powers are dissatisfied with these internalized norms and the existing status quo, and instances of overuse or underuse of power become most consequential during the third and most hotly-contested stage of the power transition theory.\textsuperscript{23}

**Contemporary Considerations**

The concept of power transition is tried and proven, yet there is discussion over its relevance to modern society and the actual risk for conflict propagated by those who have studied the Thucydides Trap.\textsuperscript{24} The world sees an unprecedented extent of interdependence on an economic and social scale, with transnationalism and globalization creating an interconnecting web of interests. The beneficiaries and institutions of this interdependence would be very resistant to a conflict that would shock the challenging powers economically and politically. The unprecedented international institutionalism can offer channels to resolve the disputes and miscommunications that precede conflict. The post-WW2 world has internalized conflict-averse norms and operates with the risk aversion accompanying nuclear warfare.\textsuperscript{25} These two
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phenomena will also disincentivize war to an extent that the behavioral responses to contemporary power transition may be contrary to theoretical expectations. This work contends that one cannot rule out with certainty the possibility of a revisionist power becoming dissatisfied enough with the status-quo to be willing to challenge it. Furthermore, power transitions can take place peacefully, making war not synonymous with the theory. Conflicts also may arise unintentionally between competing powers from miscommunications or the autonomous form that military bureaucracies can take, circumventing notions of rationality. The near-catastrophic Cuban Missile Crisis is an example of this, as both of those factors greatly augmented the risk of, but fortunately did not cause, a war-inducing flashpoint. The risk for these unintentional causes are highest during stage three of the power transition because of the tendency for confrontation in this stage and because the third stage is the most hotly contested. Even when considering these, the existing rivalry between the US and China has failed to instill confidence that it is on track toward a peaceful resolution as it enters the third stage.26 To understand the role of the power transition theory in the Chinese-American competition for power, it is necessary to first understand the nature of this competition.

Chinese-American Geopolitical Competition

The State of China and the United States

China has consistently proven itself to be a rising contender for world power, expanding in a variety of spheres necessary to project itself internationally. China has experienced consistently rapid rates of economic growth over the last forty years. Today, it is the US’ largest trading partner, and is the world’s largest manufacturer, exporter, and importer. With these titles, China has firmly embedded itself in the world economy and wields significant influence on international market dynamics. Militarily, though China has not expanded to the extent of the Soviets in the Cold War, China’s military is being selectively modernized in areas with the most strategic benefit in modern warfare against a near-peer foe. Emphasis is placed on cyber warfare, long range missile operations, and naval technology. China’s military spending in 2016 was eight times that of their 1996 budget. Though China primarily relies on hard power, it has expanded its educational, religious, and cultural influences abroad into its regional sphere of South East Asia as a means of spreading soft power.27

Traditionally, US policy toward China was aimed at mutually beneficial integration into the world markets. However, China’s growing influence and power led to a shift in policy under the Obama administration to a pivot to Asia as a means of containing expanding Chinese influence in the region. President Trump’s administration took an even stronger role, transforming US foreign policy to see China as the US’ chief competitor, and declaring China a “revisionist power,” a term right out of the power transition theory vocabulary. The Trump administration’s transition to realist-oriented thought was a response toward China’s opposition to American ideological, strategic, and economic interests internationally. President Trump issued a government-wide approach to containing Chinese influence, and has launched trade war out of declared efforts to counter Chinese predatory international market practices. This trade
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war has put one of the only significant cornerstones of US-Chinese peace and cooperation into jeopardy: economic partnership.  

*The South China Sea*

One of the most apparent areas of contention has been in the South China Sea. The South China Sea is a passageway for one third of global sea commerce and holds significant oil and natural gas reserves. Competition is rife in the South China Sea, with China and the US competing for influence and power in the region that both consider geostrategically important. China has daringly claimed 310,000 square miles of the South China Sea as part of its territorial waters, extending to the borders of almost every state in the region. Its territorial claims reach as far south as Malaysia, in a vaguely defined sphere called the Nine-Dash Line. China has not acknowledged the 2016 UN ruling that has rendered its claims invalid under international law, going so far as artificially expanding contested islands in the region on which to build military establishments. China’s actions, coupled with the US’ declared commitment to international law and freedom of movement, which it views China as violating, has caused standoffs with the US Navy and other states within the South China Sea region.

These actions are a direct manifestation of the increasing threat that China poses to US hegemony in the region, causing considerable concern for Americans. China’s military expansion in the region is of notable concern considering that it has seven thousand more tanks and three hundred more naval assets than the United States. Alfred Mahan’s work *The Influence of Seapower Upon History* (1890) still “beguiles many Chinese strategists.” In this work, Mahan stated that greater dependence on sea trade will warrant “the revival of the war fleet,” and that naval power is directly proportional to the strategic standing of a nation. Mahan also declared that the sea power of a nation is dependent notably on the geographical positions and territorial extent of a state’s naval forces. China is the world’s largest exporter and over one third of global sea trade passes through the South China Sea--notably the oil from the Middle East, on which it is dependent.

The reason why China puts such strategic focus into the South China Sea, notably against the United States’ influence, is because China perceives the American military presence in the
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region as a means to intimidate and constrain China’s growth as a competing power and to maintain the status quo of US hegemony in the region. China is inherently distrustful of the liberalism and democracy that the US promotes in the region, which China perceives as a counterweight to its own influence. These issues posed by the US are obstacles to Chinese ambitions of achieving the equivalent of a modern version of the Monroe Doctrine in South East Asia. China pursues these goals because establishing a sphere of influence will allow President Xi Jinping to achieve his long term objectives of extending China’s control through Tibet, Taiwan, and Hong Kong, ensuring China receives the reverence and respect deserving of a great power, and ultimately restoring China’s predominant role in Asia that it enjoyed before Westernization.

Meanwhile, the US sees the waters as international and rejects China’s extensive claims. The US sees China’s actions as a disregard of international law and, thus, as revisionist opposition to the norms and order led by the United States. The US perceives China’s behavior as a “dangerous precedent” and indicative that it is acceptable to disregard international law, and thus the status-quo, when convenient for a revisionist power. Strategically, the South China Sea is the air and sea avenue for US forces maneuvering in between the Indian and Pacific Oceans. The US therefore contends that Chinese forces in the region undermine the freedom of movement that facilitate the trade and diplomacy between the US and its allies in the South China Sea. The $160 billion in US investments within Southeast Asia is largely dependent on freedom of movement in the region.

Counterbalancing and Regional Influence

The US and China have also competed for regional influence as a means of counterbalancing each other. The UK recently sent one of its two aircraft carriers into the region, while Japan’s Maritime Self-Defense Force deployed three vessels to the South China Sea. Both states are strong allies of the US in the regional power contention. The US regularly deploys its aircraft carriers into the South China Sea in freedom of movement exercises and controversially deploys spy planes disguised as Malaysian civilian aircraft as a means of gaining intelligence on Chinese activities. Chinese state-owned media contends that the US promotes the notion of Chinese provocation in the region as a means of justifying its hegemonic claims.
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and that Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s tough words against China are aimed at harming Chinese relations with regional allies.48

In September 2020, the US initiated a $150 million project to help Vietnam, Myanmar, Cambodia, and Thailand contend with the environmental effects of China’s multiple dams on the Mekong River.49 Vietnam has voiced support for the US’ role in the South China Sea situation, around the time that an Indonesian vessel engaged in a standoff with the Chinese Coast Guard in what Indonesia contended to be its territorial waters.50 Malaysia has been quiet, notably because of the dependency it has on China—its biggest export destination.51 Though the Philippines has indicated a pivot toward China in recent years out of a stated desire to become less dependent on the US, many suggest this is characteristic of its President Duterte, and that upon leaving office, the Philippines will revert to its traditional pro-American stance.52

China has recently transitioned its foreign policy outlook from a quiet and defensive response caused by the ‘century of humiliation’, a period from 1849-1949 of subjugation and control, to a warrior-diplomacy which insists on the respect of a world power that is willing to confront its adversaries.53 China has consistently demonstrated its willingness to forgo existing institutions when they are not within its interests. China has also established the Belt and Road Initiative to export $150 billion in infrastructural capacity for a modern-day silk road throughout the Asian and some of the European continents, transforming the existing world economy to make these regions more dependent on Chinese investment. China has also established the Asian Infrastructural Investment Bank to rival the World Bank, with competitive loans as a means of expanding its economic influence and counterbalancing Western banking power.54 The US has attempted to rival the Belt and Road Initiative by cooperating with sixteen other countries, notably Taiwan, to offer more transparent and reliable infrastructural funding programs across Asia and Latin America, though the total value of this project is notably less than that of China’s.55 As China rises to world power status and increasingly confronts the existing American-led order, the prevalence of power dynamics consistent with the power transition theory make this theoretical approach important to study in the context of China’s rise.

The Applicability of the Power Transition Theory to the US-China Power Rivalry

China’s Dissatisfaction with the Status Quo

The power transition theory is a necessary approach to understanding the Chinese rise to power because the rise of China is fundamentally a confrontation of a revisionist state with the
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American led status-quo order. The basic principles of this status-quo order can be seen in the mission statements and objectives of the UN and WTO. These include upholding international law, protecting human rights, competitive and transparent markets, and nondiscriminatory market practices. China has historically been skeptical of capitalism since the Opium Wars, and even more so since the communist rule of Mao Ze Dong. Having been wary of foreign imperialism after its subjugation to the control of outside powers before Mao’s rule in 1949, it views democracy as an inherently Western value and is therefore not receptive to democratic ideals domestically or internationally. Differences in the values of human rights, sovereignty, and territorial disputes continue to emanate onto the world stage from China. Examples include the outcry over the Muslim Uighurs imprisoned in labor and re-education camps, the imprisonment of dissident world-renowned journalists and artists, and the seizure of a port in Sri Lanka after the local government failed to pay the predatory loans owed to China on time. Its dissatisfaction with the US-led order, its disputes in trade, and its demand for the respect and recognition entitled to a world power sowed the seeds for revisionist ambitions. China’s rapid expansion into the world stage makes these topics areas of confrontation between China’s revisionism and the American-led established norms.

China’s Revisionism

Some reject the notion that China is a revisionist power, because China’s rapid expansion and growth has been based on its integration into the existing order, and it desires to become more dominant in said order. However, even if China has benefited from the existing system, this system has been largely built by and is primarily dependent on American leadership. China’s contention for power against the leader of the current status-quo is revisionist in its ambitions to disrupt the existing power balance. This notably includes its desire “to become [in Southeast Asia] what America became in the Western Hemisphere after the Monroe Doctrine.” It is also revisionist in its aforementioned aversion to internalized international norms.

Domestically, China has abolished term limits and Xi Jinping has arrested political rivals. Uighur minorities in Western China are being put into detention and a new era of authoritarian social control through technological means and social credit systems are all the antithesis of the freedom and democratic norms internalized internationally. These instances exemplify China’s revisionist behavior, especially as its antidemocratic sentiments manifest on the world stage in backing autocratic strongmen like North Korea. China’s disregard of the backlash entailing these affairs from primarily Western nations shows a fundamental rejection of the established Western norms. Internationally, as China violated its promise to President Obama by militarizing its islands in the South China Sea and disregarded the 2016 UN ruling against Chinese territorial claims in the sea, it has further displayed its willingness to act against the rules and guidelines promoted by the American-led order regarding territorial sovereignty.
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policies have “exacerbated regional tensions,” subjugating America’s partners in its neighborhood to the strongman behavior it has displayed in the South China Sea and worsening the unease that the US feels as a threatened status-quo leader in the third stage of power transition.63

China Using Power to Act on its Revisionist Sentiments

One of China’s primary acts of international revisionism is through changing the global power balance. China aims to make large portions of Asia dependent on its investment with its new Belt and Road Initiative and has established ports and naval bases extending to Djibouti in the Horn of Africa.64 These actions show a greater expansion of Chinese influence that cannot coexist with, and thus displaces, existing American influence. China’s dissatisfaction with the World Bank, and the subsequent establishment of the competing Asian Infrastructural Investment Bank (AIIB), exacerabates the uprooting of traditional American-led international institutions.65 China has established Confucius schools, many of which concentrate in Southeast Asia, as a means of promoting Chinese culture and influence. They are funded by the state and geared towards disrupting Western criticisms of China.66 China’s manufacturing of man made military islands in the South China Sea, its confrontations with neighbors, and close calls with the US Navy are all China’s ways of asserting itself in these waters and consequently upsetting the region’s historic US influence.67 China’s ability to expand its influence and challenge global institutions in these manners are indicative of a capacity and power level which effectively challenges American power dominance. The ability to challenge American dominance is a characteristic of the third stage of the power transition theory, where power levels between the competing states are close enough to rival each other.

Although China’s exertions of power are important in demonstrating China’s willingness to use its power for its revisionist ambitions, a defining characteristic of the power transition theory is the relative power between the revisionist and the status quo state.68 In 1980, China’s GDP was seven percent to that of the US, compared to sixty-one as of 2015. In that same time frame, its exports have risen from eight percent to 151 percent, and economic reserves from sixteen percent to 3,140 percent.69 China’s economy was a quarter the size of America’s in 2007, but by 2012, it grew to be half the size of the US economy.70 China’s economy has, on average, doubled every seven years with a sustained ten-percent average growth rate.71 However, the US growth rate has fluctuated around three percent in recent years.72 Militarily, China’s defense budget increased by 175 percent from 2003-2012 while the US’ increased by thirty-two percent.
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in the same time frame. Projections have shown that China’s navy is slated to be the strongest by 2035. Trump’s Secretary of Defense has warned that the United States Navy needs 500 more vessels by 2045 to be able to counterbalance the Chinese Navy. The state of the world, according to Organski’s timeline of power transition, can be seen as falling into stage three of the power transition, where the revisionist great power is nearing parity with the dominant state. The world is, therefore, approaching the stage most ripe for conflict.

The Confrontation of the Old and the New

The geostrategic competition between the US and China has been exacerbated by the mutually exclusive goals of both parties. China’s territorial claims in the South China Sea, which is at the forefront of the US-China competition and the most risky stage for a conflict inducing flashpoint, has been deemed non-negotiable by the Chinese government. Chinese foreign policy experts see China’s rise towards becoming a world power, as well as the return to multipolarity, as indisputable. This may explain why Xi has demonstrated increasing confidence in his ability to exert Chinese interests and power internationally. The United States’ presence in the Pacific and its pivot into the region as a means of protecting American leadership, is viewed by China as the main obstacle to Chinese prominence. This makes the region a potential location for a flashpoint as stage three of power transition heightens the risk of conflict.

The Trump administration, notable for its tough stance against contemporary China, held sentiments regarding China that fell in line with the distrustful, protective sentiments of a status-quo leader when confronted with a revisionist rival. These are insightful since the official US stance against Chinese power ambitions are largely bipartisan. In calling China a revisionist power, the Trump administration operated under the assumption that China wants to alter the American-led, liberal order. Acknowledging the ideological differences concerning liberty, capitalism, and sovereignty between the US and China indicates the assumption that China possesses revisionist sentiments toward the norms of the international order on a cultural, economic, and diplomatic level. The Trump administration also recognized that China’s revisionism extends past the ideological level into the realm of power and influence—based on Beijing’s stated commitments to obtain global leadership promoting “socialism with Chinese characteristics.” China’s provocations, as well as its military and economic expansion were evidence to the Trump administration that China will act on its revisionist sentiments to undermine American leadership.

The rise of China and its challenge to the existing American-led order is thus characteristic of rhetoric within the power transition theory. As elaborated on above, China has demonstrated its discontent with the existing order given its antidemocratic, anti-free market
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sentiments.\textsuperscript{81} It has shown its willingness to act on these inclinations by establishing rival international institutions, testing territorial sovereignty, and militarily confronting the dominant power of the US. It has shown its ability to approach parity by maintaining consistent double digit economic growth, rapidly industrializing, and modernizing its economy and military.\textsuperscript{82} As parity approaches and the two competing powers remain firm in their commitment to mutually exclusive goals, the volatility of the contention increases. Given the scale of the contention, it is important to understand the geographic extent of the power transition.

\textit{Regional or Global Competition?}

Whether China seeks regional or global power dominance is still debated, though most agree that it currently seeks regional dominance. This work contends that China’s primary goal is to establish an uncontested sphere of influence in Southeast Asia. China’s efforts at increasing its influence and power in Eurasia and Europe can be explained by the geostrategic importance of these regions. The size of the economies of these regions will necessitate Chinese attention—should China wish to reach the power and influence necessary to protect its immediate sphere of influence. Given Southeast Asia’s economic and strategic importance to the US, a world power, China will need a globally formidable level of influence and power to contest America’s presence in the region. This can explain China’s rival global institutions such as the AIIB, which challenges previously uncontested American hegemony and grants China greater economic influence.\textsuperscript{83} Despite Chinese efforts to increase power on an international scale, which serve as a means to an end, the global power balance still decisively remains in the US’ favor, and therefore within stages one or two of power transition. Within China’s Asian neighborhood, from Eurasia and through Southeast Asia, the competition for power is much more contested. The power concentrations and the behavior of the US and China in this region are symptomatic of stage three of the power transition.

\textit{Why Stage Three?}

A primary indicator that the Sino-American power contention is in the third stage of power transition is the narrowing gap in economic and military power levels of the two states, as well as the rivaling international institutions created by China to counterbalance US influence. Stage three of the power transition theory will also see provocations from both competing powers, as well as mutual deterrence to conflict.\textsuperscript{84} The US’ freedom of movement exercises into territory that China claims has become routine and characteristic of the geopolitical competition in the South China Sea theater. China’s willingness to confront the US in a game of chicken by forcing the latter’s ships, on occasion, to swerve to avoid collision has also become a notable obstacle for American ships in the area, as has the concerningly close proximity between passing Chinese ships and the US Navy. The American freedom of movement exercises and Chinese assertiveness with their vessels indicate provocation on both ends. Meanwhile, the nuclear arsenals, as well as the intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) and second-strike capabilities of the US and China, have effectively censured mutually assured destruction. The destructive consequences of cyber attacks, considering the advanced cyber warfare programs of both states,
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also instill a sense of deterrence to conflict that is characteristic of stage three of power transition.\textsuperscript{85} As China continues its propulsion into the global stage, it can be said with confidence that stage three has been reached. One can expect to see an increasingly uneasy US, continued provocation, and worsening tensions with no visible path toward coexistence.

\textbf{Conclusion}

The phenomenon of China’s rise to power is a fundamental challenge to the American-led order, which has been institutionalized, normalized and internalized internationally, since its emergence at the end of World War Two.\textsuperscript{86} The challenge manifests itself in the alteration of historical power balances primarily within the Asian continent, prompting a confrontation of ideals and values. China’s rise has been marked by its rapid economic expansion, the growth of its military, and rise in international influence.\textsuperscript{87} As China has demonstrated its dissatisfaction with the existing world order, it possesses both the massive resources and will necessary to approach power parity with the United States. It has also proven willing to use its newly acquired economic might to challenge the status-quo with which it is dissatisfied with.\textsuperscript{88}

When looking at power levels and the behavior of the contesting states, it becomes apparent that the regional power transition is in the third stage: Parity is not far off, military expansion and modernization incentivizes deterrence, and mutually exclusive goals in the South China Sea prompt provocation from both sides. Stage three is the most contested stage, as the unease of the status-quo leader tangles with the growing ambitions of the revisionist challenger, ultimately creating a hotly-contested environment.\textsuperscript{89} Current provocations and adversary-oriented rhetoric do not indicate that a peaceful resolution is on the way. Should China’s economic juggernaut continue to expand, one can expect to see current hostilities and competition persist. As parity approaches, the question of whether China and the US will learn to coexist, or whether one will triumph over the other, is yet to be determined. In understanding the current stage of the power transition, however, a better understanding of the future course of the power contention can be offered.
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